
PLUS YOUR IDEAL LIFE
Next to Megabangna
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NUE MEGA PLUS BANGNA
NUE CONDO…

NEXT TO MEGABANGNA



RESET YOUR NUE LIFE…
NEXT TO MALL

Just a step away…you are fully engaged

by everything life has to offer.

Enjoy NUE life to the MAX. 

Expand your MEGA living space
more than ever!

At NUE MEGA PLUS BANGNA.
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NUE life next to MEGA BANGNA

Shopping Mall – a one-stop destination

 to shop, dine, chill out and play around all day!

Near 3 mass transit lines and 2 main

expressways seamlessly connected to 4 directions.

Enjoy NUE balance of living
with MEGA FREEDOM!

FUN RIDE TO …
SEAMLESS DESTINATIONS

AT “BANGNA”



MEGA Spaces…
To PLUS Your Happiness

5-Floor MEGA Facilities
that truly meets the lifestyle of Introvert

& Extrovert NUERS!  
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GREENERY & SENSORY PARK
Escape from the chaos…take yourself back to nature in 

a refreshing and tranquil green park. Sit back and relax 

in a GREEN PAVILION, standing out by the curved shape 

of ocean wave or jogging on ACTIVE TRAIL 

and GREENERY LANE – a natural runway.

GROUND FLOOR
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LOBBY & CO-HALL
Find new inspiration in a majestic LOBBY & 

CO-HALL, standing out by its dynamic lines that 

aesthetically reflect through a window, creating 

a sense of flow to the outside world. A perfect spot 

for chillaxing, welcoming and chatting with special 

guests, or working at PRIVATE WORKSTATION.



SMART LOCKER & MAILROOM 
NUE innovative technology to let you easily 

unlock and pick up your parcel and letter anytime 

of the day via SMART LOCKER

& MAILROOM – all under one roof. 

NUE GRAB & GO STATION
A food delivery pick-up point where you GRAB 

your meals easily and safely through UV

Sterilizer – a smart device that has a capacity to 

kill germs. Truly fit the NUE NORMAL living!



BREEZE COURT
Breathe fresh air…bath in natural light. Feel the 

wind blowing on your skin. Relax and enjoy 

reading your favorite book at READERY DECK 

or take a walk along a private botanical pathway 

leading to SECRET BALCONY.
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7TH FLOOR
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THE CLOUD 
CATERIER CLUB
A can’t-miss hangout spot for 

NUE party lovers. Enjoy 

countless activities – sipping 

wine at SKY LOUNGE, 

engaging in a fun challenge in 

GAME ROOM, creating special 

recipes like Chef’s Table

at CO-KITCHEN & BAR, or 

inviting your loved one for 

PRIVATE DINING with

a stunning sunset scene from 

the 37th floor. 

37TH FLOOR
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SKYVIEW BLU LAGOON
Dive into the water…swim in a spreading

Infinity Edge Pool harmoniously paralleled with 

the skyline. Take a break in a SHALLOW POOL, 

watching kids playing in KINDER POOL. Or dip 

in a JACUZZI POOL, indulging in a spectacular 

view of sunrise in a city.

SIT n CHILL TERRACE
Sit back in a chillaxing terrace…enjoy chatting 

with friends amidst a natural revitalizing

surrounding all day while overlooking

an unrivalled view of Bangkok’s city.



SUNSET VIEW DECK
Take a moment…free your soul and let it float 

infinitely in the air above the crystal-clear pool 

while indulging in the charismatic

beauty of sunset.
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POOL TERRACE
Switch on STAYCATION mode. Throw yourself 

on the comfy daybed…relax and unwind

by the pool. Enjoy a mega view of the city.



KIDS PLAYSCAPE
PLAY TIME! Take your kids to experience the 

height of happiness at KIDS PLAYSCAPE sitting 

on a green space where kids enjoy running 

around with freedom, plus kids’ playground 

equipment.
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SKY MEGA GYMNASIUM
Give yourself a BOOST to the MAX above 

the skyline. Enjoy a full range of cutting-edge

fitness equipment. Either you want to do cardio, 

weight training, or boxing, it’s your choice!



38TH FLOOR
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CO-CREATIVE SPACE & 
TUTORING ROOM
Switch on NUE WORK MODE. Unlock your 

creativity in an awe-inspiring workspace where 

you discuss and share new ideas 

with teammates or hide yourself 

in a TUTORING ROOM for remote working.

SKY FORUM
No need to go the office. Just work comfortably 

at home or join an online meeting. Awaken 

your creativity amidst a panoramic city view 

from the 38th floor.
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CINEMA STUDIO
Ideally for movie lovers! Sit back on a comfy 

couch. Watch your favorite movie in your 

private cinema with chic-style decor.

SKYVIEW RETREAT
A little hideaway to find the utmost relaxation 

where you are embraced with a scenic view

of the city.

ROOFTOP GREENSCAPE
Hide yourself from the world…unwind under 

the shade of nature. Recharge your energy and 

free your body amidst refreshing greenery from 

the rooftop floor.

ROOFTOP FLOOR



MAKE
YOUR
NUE DAY!



PLUS Your Happiness
Even More!

Elevate your living experience…

increase your MEGA happiness with a wide 

frontage unit that comes with fully furnished 

and earth-toned design, creating a soothing 

ambience. Make every NUE DAY 

a true vacation.


